
Travel Information

The Hotel

Kongresshotel am Templiner See Tel: +49 (331) 907 - 0
Am Luftschiffhafen 1 Fax: +49 (331) 907-70777
14471 Potsdam

The hotel provides two small maps via:
http://www.kongresshotel-potsdam.de/content/de/servicekontakt/karte/index.php?content=karte_gross

Car

from theNorth – follow the highway A10 (Berliner Ring) / E55,
take Exit 24 Töplitz, follow the street Potsdam, turn right to Amundsenstraß at the yellow gas station
(JET), follow this street to Am Neuen Palais and further on toForststraße passing the train station
Park Sanssouci, at the intersection of Forststrasse and Zeppelinstrasse go straight ahead to Am Luft-
schiffhafen
or
take Exit 25 Potsdam Nord, follow the B273 to Potsdam (Marquardter Chaussee to Potsdamer Straße),
turn right to Amundsenstraß at the yellow gas station (JET),follow this street to Am Neuen Palais and
further on to Forststraße passing the train station Park Sanssouci, at the intersection of Forststrasse
and Zeppelinstrasse go straight ahead to Am Luftschiffhafen

from theWest – follow the highway A10/E55 (Berliner Ring),
take Exit 22 Groß-Kreutz, follow the B1 to Potsdam (Brandenburger Chaussee . . . Berliner Chaussee
. . . Zeppelinstrasse), you pass the train station Potsdam Pirschheide and a gas station to the right when
entering Potsdam, at the next intersection turn right to Am Luftschiffhafen

from theSouth and East – follow the highway A10/E30/E51/E55 (Berliner Ring), takeExit 17 Mi-
chendorf, follow the B2 to Potsdam (Michendorfer Chaussee), turn left towards city center and again
slightly left to Breite Straße (signs may indicate Potsdam-west or Luftschiffhafen), follow the Breite
Straße to the end and turn left to Zeppelinstraße, passing train station Charlottenhof and a yellow
gas station on the right site, at a blue-green railway bridgeacross the Zeppelinstrasse turn left to Am
Luftschiffhafen

from the East – short cut fromTegel – follow signs at the airport to Saatwinkler Damm and/or
A111/E26 (direction Wilmersdorf?), follow further on as itmerges with the highway A100 and
then to the A115/ E51 towards Potsdam (passing the Avus and Drei Linden), take Exit 6 Potsdam-
Babelsberg and turn to the L40 Nuthestraße (this is an innercity expressway) to Potsdam-Zentrum, exit
at Friedrich-Engels-Strasse (signs may indicate Potsdam Hauptbahnhof), follow the signs to Potsdam-
Zentrum (passing railways and the Hauptbahnhof on the left), turn right to the Friedrich-Ebert-Strasse
(on Lange Brücke) and turn then slightly left to the Breite Strasse, follow the Breite Straße to the end
and turn left to Zeppelinstraße, passing train station Charlottenhof and a yellow gas station on the
right site, at a blue-green railway bridge turn left to Am Luftschiffhafen

Potsdam has aHotel-Guide system with little green signs directing drivers to the different hotels
which are indicated by name. Entering Potsdam you might as well follow those signs to the Kongres-
shotel am Templiner See.

Links to further Information For additional route information see also
http://maps.google.de/maps

http://www.kongresshotel-potsdam.de/content/de/servicekontakt/karte/index.php?content=karte_gross
http://maps.google.de/maps

